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Bridge over the River Avon being considered once more
Wessex Water is once
again
exploring
the
prospect of a bridge across
the River Avon from
Swineford to Saltford.
The water recycling centre
at Mead Lane in Saltford

needs to be upgraded in
order to both improve the
quality of water and handle
the increased demand from
new housing schemes in
Bath and the local area. But
the problem Wessex Water

faces is how to get works
traffic to and from the site.
The company engaged
consultants to evaluate the
prospect of a 25ft high
bridge across the river which
could serve Mead Lane

without the need to travel
through Saltford village, as
well as open up leisure
access for pedestrians and
cyclists. Last August (Issue
589) we reported that Bath
& North East Somerset

The plan produced by Atkins last year

Also in this
week’s issue

EE apologises for lost
mobile phone service
. . . page 3

Deadlock over
Brislington housing plan
. . . pages 4 & 5

Council had screened the
proposals
from
an
environmental point of view
and said there would be no
significant impacts.
While the prospect of a
pedestrian crossing was
welcomed, there were major
concerns in the Bitton and
Swineford area over the
increase in traffic and the
junction with the A431
which would have been
necessary.
Wessex Water ultimately
decided not to pursue the
project but last week wrote

Keynsham students left
stranded without bus
service . . . page 7

to Saltford Parish Council to
advise that it had exhausted
all the alternative options
and was considering the
bridge option once more.
Continued on page 2

Popular Oldland pub
on the market
. . . page 13

Bridge over the River Avon
being considered once more
Continued from page 1
In its letter, Wessex Water said it had spent 12 months
considering various options and after dropping the bridge
plan turned its attention to a 1.6km temporary link road from
the A4. However, from the initial discussions with
stakeholders, it had become clear that this would have had a

Please note the telephone number in last week’s
advert was incorrect. If you have called the surgery
and left details on the answerphone, please call the
surgery again on 0117 9376835.
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far greater impact on the ecology and local landscape as well
as loss of the Green Belt. In revisiting the bridge option, the
company is looking at ways it can minimise the impact on
the community and landowners. It will be conducting
environmental studies and consulting with local people and
the councils on either side of the river.

The Wessex Water depot on Mead Lane
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Apology from EE after phone
network chaos
EE has apologised to customers in BS16 who have been
left unable to rely on their mobile phones for more than
a fortnight because of problems with a mast upgrade in
Mangotsfield.
Last week we highlighted the anger and concern for
vulnerable customers over signal problems and a string of
broken promises from EE. The chairman of Mangotsfield

Fatality on
the railway
at Keynsham
A teenage girl died after being struck by a train near
Keynsham over the bank holiday weekend.
British Transport Police said they were called to an
incident which closed the line between Bath and Bristol
on the afternoon of Monday 31st August.
The girl was pronounced dead at the scene. The incident
is not being treated as suspicious.
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Residents’ Association, Clive Heath, spoke of his disgust at
the many excuses that the phone giant had given and the
many times it had said the mast, which is alongside
Mangotsfield United FC’s ground, was working when it
wasn’t.
Last Thursday, seven days after The Week In asked why it
has been taking so long to sort out the signal problems and
highlighting community concerns that vulnerable customers
could not contact doctors, friends or family, and that nobody
could check on them, an EE spokesperson told us: “We’re
aware that customers in the Mangotsfield area have been
experiencing signal issues following upgrade work on a local
mast.
“Due to ongoing high winds over the last few weeks, our
engineers had not been able to safely continue the work.
They have now been able to return to the site and are working
to restore full service. We apologise for any inconvenience
caused.”
The spokesperson added that customers are able to use their
WiFi calling service, which allows them to make and receive
calls and texts using a WiFi connection, until the network
issue is resolved.
On Sunday local councillor Michael Bell told us: “The

maintenance workers went back to the mast on Friday for
adjustments, and it seems that more EE customers can now
use their phones. However, some of them have a weak
signal.”
And Clive Heath said that some customers still have no
signal at all: “The concern is the vulnerable, elderly and ill
who only have a mobile, this being their lifeline.”
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New COVID-19 testing
centre for East Bristol
The Department of Health and Social
Care opened a walk-through COVID-19
testing centre near the pavilion at Netham
Park last Tuesday.
Access is from Avonvale Road and people
are being tested by appointment only. If
you have symptoms visit nhs.uk/
coronavirus to book a test or call 119.
Writing on Facebook, the Friends of
Netham Park said that local residents felt
reassured that a testing facility was being
provided on this side of the city, adding:

“The park is big enough to accommodate
this centre, and its positioning should not
interfere with sports events.”
A walk-through test centre at the rear of
the University of Bristol’s Victoria Rooms
at the Triangle in Bristol opened last
month. There is also a drive-through
COVID-19 testing centre at Bristol
Airport and a mobile testing unit has been
operating from the car park at Paulton
Rovers Football Club although it is
scheduled to close tomorrow (Thursday).

Still no decision on
The future of a landmark building on
Bath Road in Brislington is still uncertain
after Bristol city councillors deferred a
decision on the plan to develop the site for
social housing.
The former factory building and adjacent
land at 493-499 Bath Road was last used as
an office furniture store but has stood empty
for a number of years. Housing association

Sovereign Housing has been working in
partnership with the city council to convert
the site for affordable housing but when the
Development Control Committee met last
Wednesday it was actually considering a
recommendation by council planners to
reject the application.
Although an initial application was lodged
two years ago, revised plans were submitted
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old factory site
in 2019 and again in February of this year.
The proposal under consideration consisted
of five blocks of apartments with 143
apartments and three three-bed houses. But
the planning department had issues with the
scale and density of the final plans, as well
as the proposed method of heating, which
was heavily reliant on electric panel heaters.
In a complex balancing act, which also
impacted on the level of affordable housing
the developer (itself a social housing
provider) was required to provide without
recourse to grants and public funding,
members of the planning committee were
split over the need to reduce the council’s
14,000 housing waiting list with its
commitment to reduce its carbon footprint.
Sovereign Housing’s proposal to fit the
majority of the properties with electric panel
heaters was at odds with the heat hierarchy
policy contained within the Bristol Core
Strategy. Only 12 of the properties would be
fitted with air source heat pumps which
council experts say are between two and a
half and three times more efficient.
Planning officers stated that Sovereign was
aware of this requirement from the beginning

of the application process
but had failed to engage
over this or any other
system which is compliant
with the policy.
The council’s other concern
was over the density of the
overall plan, and in
particular the design of
blocks A and B which are
joined
in
an
apex
formation. Planners felt
there were potentially
problems
over
the
‘liveability’
of
the
properties at the tip of the
apex where there was as
little as a two-metre
distance between facing
Blocks A & B in an apex formation
apartments. A suggestion to
remove 12 properties from
be higher than the current building. People
the overall plan had been ignored.
in the courtyard will never see the light of
One committee member, Tony Carey, the day.
ward councillor for Brislington East, “It’s as if the designers have said ‘let’s see
summed up the dilemma saying: “We really how many we can get in’.”
want to see this site developed but are in a In the end, the committee voted narrowly
hard place. In 2017 we were told it would not against adopting the planning officer’s
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recommendation to refuse the application.
Instead members decided to defer the
decision to the next committee meeting on
30th September in order to give Sovereign
Housing more time to consider the elements
of density and an alternative to the proposed
heating system.
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Keynsham High Street, two months on
It’s now almost two months since the

of the link between passing traffic and trade,

made the system permanent.

concerted effort to add those other elements.

daytime road closure was implemented on

just go to Hanham. Here, there has never

The current system is still an emergency

Other than the first weekend, when local

Keynsham High Street. While it is too

been a problem with passing trade – the High

measure, designed to make the High Street

artist Louisa Maria Baker was able to

soon to harvest any official reaction from

Street sits on the A431 Bath to Bristol road.

more accessible to pedestrians and give them

collectively lower the blood pressure along

shoppers and residents, we have to rely on

In Hanham, the historic problem has been a

space in which to feel more confident about

the High Street, opportunities for a repeat

‘vox pop’ interviews and comments on

lack of places for people to park somewhere

visiting. It is natural for pedestrians to stick

performance have been few and far between.

social media to try to establish what

so that they can enjoy the eclectic and

to the pavements out of habit – but those

The larger neighbouring cities of Bath and

difference it has made.

vibrant mix of outlets that Hanham does

pavements are of differing widths all along

Bristol have introduced similar schemes on

From these two sources alone, there have

actually offer. Regular readers of The Week

the High Street and stepping into the road

a much larger scale. There too, reaction has

been both positive and negative reactions,

In will know that South Gloucestershire

to avoid people would have been a

ranged from those who rail against anything

and while in no way scientific, a clear

Council is currently investing a lot of money

very common occurrence had nothing been

which they feel has been imposed or

majority have been the former. While we

in trying to persuade shoppers back to retail

done.

impedes their right to drive a car, to those

have spoken to some retailers who can prove

areas such as Hanham and Staple Hill.

And if the aim is to make people feel more

who have simply appreciated being able to

they are doing better than this time last year,

As far as Keynsham is concerned, the High

comfortable about visiting the High Street,

enjoy their city centre. Any change means

others are down. Whether there is a direct

Street has been something of a political

then entertainment, stalls, tables and chairs

having to adapt to new habits and ways of

link to closing the previously one-way High

football for a number of years. The previous

are one way of claiming the territory for

thinking. For some, that takes longer than

Street is harder to justify. The simple fact,

administration at B&NES Council was

pedestrians. Through its signage, the council

others. In Keynsham, it is probably too soon

which is borne out across the nation, is that

determined to impose a one-way system that

has already made clear to cyclists that this is

to draw any firm conclusion until visitor

shoppers have not returned to pre-lockdown

less than a quarter of those asked actually

an area where those pedestrians have

numbers to the High Street increase, and that

levels, preferring to order online.

wanted. Despite promising to look at other

priority. Sadly, it is the August weather

may well take more than sliding a barrier

Certainly, if you want to debunk any theory

solutions, it quietly ended the trial period and

which seems to have scuppered any

across the road at 9am each day.

Community farm reopens
The popular Grimsbury Community Farm reopened to the public last week.
Like so many other visitor attractions, the venue at Baden Road, Kingswood, was forced
to close its gates in March and although it opened once more last Tuesday (1st
September) there are some conditions. Visitors need to sign in on arrival to register for
Test and Trace, and follow the one-way system in place around the farm.
The café is also open, providing a limited takeaway service. Customers are asked to wear
face coverings while placing their orders inside the café.
Grimsbury Farm is open daily from 9am to 5pm although there is restricted access on a
Monday.
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Sharing the harvest in Saltford
To make the most of a bumper apple crop
and vegetable produce grown at home and
on allotments during lockdown, Saltford
Community Association is organising an
event at Saltford Hall this Saturday (12th
September) from 10am in the front car
park.
People with surplus produce can take it

along to sell or give away. Apples will be
crushed and pressed and people are
welcome to bring along a bottle (cleaned
with bicarbonate of soda and white
vinegar).
If you would like to donate apples or need
help with picking, call 01225 632216 or
email events@saltfordhall.co.uk
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Transport crisis sees pupils
struggling to get to school on time
Parents have abandoned plans to hire
alternative transport to take their
children to the Wellsway and IKB campus
in Keynsham following the axing of their
school bus.
Plenty of users were lined up for a private
hire service to replace Stagecoach’s 432 bus,
which carried pupils from the Longwell
Green, North Common, Oldland Common,
Willsbridge and Bitton area, but some
parents couldn’t pay the whole term upfront
so dropped out. This pushed the price
beyond reach for everyone else.
Parents say they have written to Stagecoach,
local MPs, Wellsway’s headteacher and First
Bus to see if anything can be done, but to no
avail.
With pupils now returning to school, many
parents have resorted to driving them.
They say the alternative is for pupils to catch
other local bus services and be late for
school.
As we reported in Issue 638 in July, the 432

was taken off by Stagecoach who said that
since taking on the service in 2018, it had
been running it on a fully commercial basis
but numbers and revenue had declined.
The company said the issue pre-dated
COVID-19 and no subsidy had been
forthcoming.
This week in a letter published overleaf, one
parent outlines how she and others have been
scrabbling to try to find a solution: “Due to
COVID, we can’t even share lifts.
“This leaves all of us with children who got
the bus unable to get to work on time in the
morning, and potentially putting livelihoods
at risk.”
She adds: “The congestion and parking
situation near Wellsway School in the
morning and at the end of school is
horrendous; it’s already much worse in
Keynsham due to the closure of the High
Street and will only be made worse by an
extra 50+ families driving there to drop off
their children at school.”
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Another parent, who tried to organise an
alternative service (as we reported in Issue
642) explained: “We had plenty of users but
some people couldn’t pay the whole term
upfront and started dropping out, which
raised the price for everyone else too much.
I lobbied the school to provide financial
support but to no avail. We had to abandon
the plan so are back to square one.
“If the 17 and 18 buses ran 10 minutes
earlier, it could help but as it is, the kids are
struggling to get there on time.”
This week Wellsway Multi Academy Trust’s
director of education Gary Schlick told us:
“We sympathise with families over the loss
of the 432 Stagecoach bus service from
Longwell Green to IKB Academy and
Wellsway School on our Keynsham campus.
“The company was unable to continue this
service from South Gloucestershire as it was
no longer commercially viable, partly
because many more children in the area now
choose to attend their local Wellsway MAT

school, The Sir Bernard Lovell Academy in
Oldland Common.
“COVID-19 has made the situation worse, as
some parents are understandably wary of
their children using public transport and wish
to transport them by car.
“The pandemic has led to increased safety
measures at all our sites, though we have
tried to minimise the impact on families by
avoiding staggered start and finish times for
different year groups at our Wellsway
campus secondaries.
“We are in talks with First to explore options
for altering the timetable of their scheduled
services from Longwell Green and Oldland
Common to help meet the needs of students
from those areas.
“For now, we would encourage all parents to
find the most COVID-secure and
environmentally-friendly means possible for
their children to travel to and from our
schools, including cycling or walking at least
part of the route.”
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LETTERS

Cheers Rishi

Virgin Media’s ‘appalling’
customer service

Consequences of axed
school bus service

Dear Editor

Dear Week In

Have any of your readers encountered the

I was recommended to get in touch with you. I

appalling customer service from Virgin Media?

am a parent of children at Wellsway School in

Whilst digging in my front garden in early

Keynsham. The 432 school bus from the

April 2020, I inadvertently severed my Virgin

Longwell Green area was cancelled by

TV cable. Trying to contact customer service

Stagecoach leaving all the families in South

in the COVID-19 lockdown proved impossible.

Gloucestershire with no means of getting their

My monthly direct debit was accessed on 18th

children to school in Keynsham apart from by

April, so I cancelled the DD before the

car. We are talking about a double-decker bus,

payment for May was taken. I immediately had

full with standing room only, every day,

a letter from Virgin demanding money or be cut

cancelled without notice.

off! I phoned Virgin repeatedly, but it was like

The school site does not open until 8.30am,

trying to contact the dark side of the moon. I

making all the local buses impossible, as they

eventually succeeded, and after enduring 20

get in nearly an hour too early or 10 minutes

minutes of mind-numbing music, a human

late for school. This affects families in

voice answered, from India.

Kingswood, Warmley, Longwell Green, Barrs

Thus began an endless barrage of pointless

Court,

questions, from my password to my mother's

Willsbridge.

maiden name and my inside leg measurement.

Myself and many other parents have written to

My account number wasn't sufficient? I was

Stagecoach, Chris Skidmore MP, Jacob Rees-

passed from pillar to post, with three different

Mogg MP, the headteacher and First Bus to no

individuals. I doggedly persevered and they

avail.

eventually promised to organise repairs if I

This news was announced by Wellsway on the

would agree to reinstate the DD, which I did.

last day of term in July, leaving parents in

By 16th May, without Virgin arriving to replace

South Gloucestershire scrabbling around trying

the four-metre cable, I duly cancelled the DD

(unsuccessfully) to find solutions.

again. Another call to Virgin was answered

Due to COVID, we can’t even share lifts.

from somewhere in Scotland; yet again I was

This leaves all of us with children who got the

fobbed off.

bus, unable to get to work on time in the

Virgin continued sending monthly bills, even

morning, and potentially putting livelihoods at

adding extra money for late payment. I've now

risk.

received a letter from BPO Collections,

The congestion and parking situation near

demanding £450.45. I won't be paying for a

Wellsway School in the morning and at the end

service that I haven't been getting. I'm thankful

of school is horrendous, it’s already much

that my phone and internet is with BT.

worse in Keynsham due to the closure of the

My TV cable was installed in 1994 by United

High Street and will only be made worse by an

Artists. It then became Telewest, and

extra 50+ families driving there to drop off

subsequently Virgin Media, and has recently

their children at school.

been bought by an American company called

We thought using public transport was a good

Liberty Global.

thing.

John P Walker

Eva

Kingswood
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Oldland

Common,

Bitton

and

Local diners took full advantage of Chancellor
Rishi Sunak’s ‘Eat out to help out’
campaign which ran throughout
August.
While nationally more than
100 million meals were
purchased under the
scheme,
where
the
Government contributed
up to £10, diners in our
readership area consumed
almost £8m worth.
Figures released for each of
the
five
Parliamentary
constituencies show that in North
East Somerset, the 78 establishments
which signed up served 55,000 meals. In Bristol
East, 33 restaurants served 31,000 meals, and in Kingswood it was 40,000 meals from
43 participating establishments. In Filton and Bradley Stoke, where there were only 39
locations, residents consumed 109,000 half-priced meals and in Thornbury & Yate the
figure was 68,000 from 80 locations.
The total of 303,000 meals cost the Government just over £7.8m and while those hungry
residents of Filton and Abbey Wood were the cheapest to satisfy (average discount per
meal of £3.10), diners in North East Somerset cost Mr Sunak an average of £6.43 per
meal.

More changes on the buses
First brought more changes to its bus
timetables this week to reflect the
continued fluidity of the current travel
situation.
On the 37 (Bath City Centre – Newbridge
Oldfield School – Bitton – Hanham –
Lawrence Hill – Bristol City Centre) there
has been the reinstatement of Monday to
Friday off-peak only journeys. Peak-time
journeys are operating as the 37S closed
door services for pupils of Oldfield
School.
Some minor changes to the 36 (Bristol
City Centre - St Anne’s - Brislington) and

96 (Brislington - Hengrove) timetables
have been made to accommodate school
travel, while the SB1 special service
exclusively for St Brendan’s students has
been reinstated.
The 42 from Bitton to Bristol City Centre
via Kingswood has been reduced to a 60minute service to better match customer
demand, and there have also been some
changes to the weekend timetable on the
17 (Keynsham to Southmead) route.
With the ending of financial support, the
177 service from Bristol to Radstock via
Whitchurch has been withdrawn.
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New legislation permits ‘video
wills’ during COVID-19
Last month the government changed the law

presence of two independent witnesses was

on the witnessing of wills, bringing in

an absolute must for the will to be legally

temporary legislation to allow this to take

binding.

place via video-link – using popular
programmes such as Zoom or Skype. Here,

. . . so what has changed?

local solicitors FDC Law explain how this

The new legislation will be introduced in

works and what it will mean and how it may

September to permit wills to be witnessed

affect you.

remotely by using video conferencing in
England and Wales and this will apply to

Current law on making
new wills

wills made since 31st January 2020 and for
the next two years until 31st January 2022.
The witnessing should be recorded, and the

You may be aware that the formalities for a

recording retained to assist a court in the

legally valid will can be found at section 9

event of the will being challenged.

of the Wills Act 1837. In short, no will is

It is worthy of note that when witnessing the

valid unless the following requirements are

signatures, the person making the will and

met. These are:

their two witnesses each have a clear line of

video conference with the person making the

place and the risk of abuse of a vulnerable

1. The will is in writing; and

sight of the writing of the signature and

will present. If the witnesses are not together,

adult including undue influence and

2. Signed by you (the will-maker) in the

cannot

fraudulent alterations;

videos.

they will need to watch each other sign via a

physical presence of two witnesses (who

Electronic signatures are not permitted due

three-way video-link with the person making

should be independent and aged 18 and

to risks of undue influence and fraud.

the will present.

and may not be able to be used by a court,

over); and

The new guidance published by the

It is fair to say that, whilst the new legislation

causing greater uncertainty about whether

government usefully sets out a five-stage

has been praised in bringing the current law

the will was signed and witnessed properly.

process of signing and witnessing the will by

into the digital world, it is not without its

It is more important than ever before to

While the new legislation does not alter the

video-link. In short, once the person making

problems and risks including but not limited

ensure that your will is prepared with the

above requirements of the current law, it has

the will has signed it ensuring that the

to:

help of a qualified solicitor. We at FDC Law

reshaped the meaning of ‘presence’. This

witnesses can see them signing by video-

• the will may get lost in the post;

will assess each client request on a case by

means that when the signing of the will is

link, the will-maker then must post the will

• the person making the will could die during

case basis.

witnessed “in the presence of” two witnesses

to their witnesses for their signature. Ideally

the process of the two witnesses signing the

However,

it now includes those witnessing remotely by

the will should be sent to the witnesses

said will;

government guidance, such witnessing of

a video-link. Until now, the presence of the

within 24 hours. The two witnesses must

• there may be issues around the person’s

wills by video-link should be used as a last

person signing the will in the physical

then sign the said will themselves during a

mental capacity to make a will in the first

resort where other solutions are not possible.

3. The will is signed by your two witnesses,
in your presence

witness

pre-recorded

Sudoku
1-Easy

• the video recording may be of poor quality

in

accordance

with

the

SUNDAY CHEMISTS
Sunday 13th September

2 -Hard

Boots, Gallagher Retail Park, Longwell Green
(10.30am-4pm)
Asda, Longwell Green (10am-4pm)
Boots, Emersons Green Retail Park (10.30am-4.30pm)
Sainsbury’s, Emersons Green Retail Park
(9.30am-4.30pm)
Stockwood Pharmacy, 78 Hollway Road, BS14 8PG
(9am-7pm)
Keynsham Pharmacy, 15 Station Road, BS31 2BH
(10am-4pm)
Tesco, Callington Road, Brislington (10am to 4pm)
Morrisons, 688-718 Fishponds Road, Fishponds
(10am-4pm)
Boots, Avonmeads Retail Park, St Philips Causeway
(11am-5pm)
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Charity walk in memory
Two bus drivers assaulted
of Keynsham rugby player
An 18-year-old student spent
the August Bank Holiday on
a walk in aid of a charity set
up in memory of a Keynsham
rugby player.
Joe Wood set off from
Keynsham Rugby Club at
6.30am on Saturday 29th
August, arriving on Monday
evening at the school in
Worcestershire where he had
Joe (second left) with his cousin and members
recently completed his Aof Keynsham RFC
levels.
The OSH School in Stourbridge was also the Joe, who had also won the PA Blundell
former school of Paul Andre Blundell who, Award for Sportsmanship and Endeavour,
while playing rugby for Keynsham in 2001, embarked on the 85-mile journey with his
suffered a serious spinal injury and died from cousin Ben Sherwood and by the time we
had gone to press, had raised more than
a blood clot some months later.
Paul’s parents, Rob and Gerri, subsequently £5,000. If you would like to donate to his
set up the charity Trust PA (Paul was known fundraising, then visit virginmoney
as PA) to help fund treatments for serious giving.com and then search for ‘Joe Wood
walking 85 miles’.
spinal injuries.

Reports of anti-social behaviour
Police have been carrying out patrols
recently in the Longwell Green and Barrs
Court area following complaints about antisocial behaviour.
They have been targeting the Gallagher

Retail Park, Craven Way and Aspects
Leisure Park following reports of anti-social
driving and noise nuisance from vehicles.
People are asked to continue to report
anything of this nature to the police on 101.

Crossword

Two First bus drivers were assaulted by
members of the public while driving last
week.
The union Unite says that the police were
called to both incidents and that arrests
were made. One of the assaults came after
the driver declined to open the door to the
alleged assailant as the bus was full. One
driver was based at the Lawrence Hill
depot and the other at the Hengrove depot
in the city. Although the physical attacks
were the first on bus drivers in Bristol, the
union claims there had been many verbal
diatribes directed towards them during the

South Glos libraries reopen
South Gloucestershire Council Libraries
have opened to visiting customers this
week.
Opening hours are slightly shorter, with
all branches closing at 4pm, and the
number of visitors at any one time is being
limited.
People wanting to use the IT facilities are
encouraged to book in advance and face
coverings must be worn at all times inside
the buildings.
Rachael Hunt, the Cabinet Member for
Communities, said: “I am delighted that
our libraries are now able to welcome

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Prods (5)

1. Money bag (5)

4. Type of plover (7)

2. Credit, renown (5)

8. Set right (7)

3. Enchantment (5)

9. Grow less (5)

4. Oriental sailor (6)

10. Painting frame (5)

5. Serenity (5)

13. Perpetually
young (7)

6. Picture (5)

17. Sardonic (3)

11. Knowing (5)

18. Wax light (6)

12. Sea duck (5)

19. Clergyman (6)

14. Change course (4)

7. Estimate (5)

20. Female pronoun (3) 15. Intense light (5)
22. Notched (7)
16. Incline (5)
25. Animal group (5)

17. Compass point (4)

28. Florida city (5)

21. Harbinger (6)

29. Antiquated (7)

22. Shrub (5)

30. Praise (7)

23. Kingdom (5)

31. Destitute (5)

24. Existing (5)
25. Cut of pork (5)
26. Rub out (5)
27. Decompose (5)
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pandemic.
Unite regional officer Brett Sparkes said:
“After the assaults the drivers were taken
to hospital for medical checks, including
for COVID-19 and HIV. The buses
involved have also been thoroughly
cleaned and decontaminated.
“We call on the justice system to take a
strong line on such assaults – our frontline
key workers deserve no less. Bristol’s
dedicated bus drivers are important cogs
in the transport system as more people
return to work in offices, schools and
businesses throughout the South West.”

customers to browse and borrow again
after what has been an extremely tough
few months for everyone.
“We have carefully planned the reopening
and have taken into account the safety of
both the public and our staff, and it’s
fantastic news that we can invite members
of the public to drop in and explore their
local library once again.”
Click and collect services, which have
proved extremely popular while the
libraries have been closed, will continue to
be available for those who do not yet feel
ready to return.

PTA launches
community lottery
Blackhorse Primary School Parent Teacher Association
has launched a fundraising lottery for the local
community.
Your School Lottery tickets cost £1 and draws are held
weekly with the top prize of £25,000.
A percentage of every £1 goes directly to the school. The
PTA has adopted the lottery as a means of helping fund
the school as its traditional fundraising activities have all
been placed on hold due to the pandemic.
The school in Emersons Green also has a resource base
for children with autism and social communication
difficulties.
To find out more and register for the lottery visit
www.yourschoollottery.co.uk/lottery/school/blackhorseprimary-school

Keep in touch, let us know what
you think, send us your news
www.facebook.com/theweekin
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Football club defends its artificial
pitch development proposals
Longwell Green Sports Football Club have pushed back
at criticism of their development plans from local
residents, saying it is a “once-in-a-lifetime opportunity”
for the community.
The club submitted a planning application in April for a new
artificial pitch, improved floodlighting and security fencing
at their Shellards Road ground.
In Issue 633 (24th June) we reported on concerns raised,
including by Hanham District Green Belt Conservation
Society. And in Issue 638 (29th July) we reported that
residents in neighbouring Palmdale Close had lodged a
formal complaint with South Gloucestershire Council on a
range of issues relating to its handling of the playing fields.
There have been several letters of support on the council’s
planning portal in addition to the objections, and Oldland
Parish Council has backed the idea but urged the club to
listen to local residents’ concerns which include the erosion
of public open space, noise, light pollution, an increase in
traffic and parking problems, and flood risk.
In a statement supplied to The Week In last week, Longwell
Green Sports FC said: “The football club have been working
tirelessly for over two years to put this project in place with
support from the Football Foundation and Labosport, a
leading UK sports engineering consultancy in sport
infrastructure and equipment.
“We have had nearly 200 letters of support for this project
posted on the online planning portal plus we have been given
full support from Oldland Parish Council. But we have also
listened to any local residents who posted comments of
concern on the planning portal and subsequently our agent
Labosport has amended plans, in particular to remove the
large earth mound between local houses and the pitch, and
the soil will now be removed off site.
“The acoustic fence around the perimeter that was at 4.5m
high in places has now been lowered to a height of 2m. The
3G surface is designed so it self-drains and has a built-in
system that allows the water to gradually drain down through
the ground. There is already adequate parking on site with
two large car parks. We will also have a proper management
team in place to run the project and will work together with
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the community to make sure we get the
best use out of the facility with the
minimum of disruption.”
Speaking on behalf of the football club,
John Gibbs, who is chairman of the
seniors, said: “This is a once-in-alifetime opportunity for the whole of the
local community; these football pitches
at Shellards Road have been here since
1966 and we need to consider ways to
provide and maintain the best possible
facilities which will also support the
community centre. We have been
listening carefully to the comments that
have been submitted to the council as
part of its consultation on the planning
application and we have made
significant changes as a result.”
Describing the opportunities that a 3G
presents, he said: “Many times over the
winter months the pitches are not able to
be used due to wet weather and both the
seniors and juniors struggle to find
locations to train on winter evenings. But
this facility will put in place a surface
that can be used for training and matches
in all weather conditions.”
Chair of the community centre trustees, Chris Wyrill, added:
“The trustees and management committee are fully
supportive of the 3G and ground improvement project.
Longwell Green Community Centre is a self-funding centre
and was originally formed in 1949. The centre cannot afford
to help in any funding of the project and will not be
contributing to the development cost; however, and most
significantly, the centre will benefit greatly from the
development and would generate much-needed income.
“Currently every time games or training are cancelled due to
bad weather and pitches are unplayable, we lose out on
parents, family members and supporters visiting the centre.
This severely reduces our income by several thousands of

An artificial pitch is proposed

pounds each year. This income is so important and supports
the day-to-day operational cost of the centre.”
Part of the plan is to maximise use of the new facility during
the daytime, establishing relationships with local schools,
health and wellbeing groups as well as organising other
events such as walking football which will all bring extra
custom to the centre.
Mr Gibbs concluded: “The majority of the use during the
week will come from junior teams training and local schools,
which will create very little noise with no crowd watching
or referees’ whistles. One understands that some residents
were misinformed, thinking that there would be live matches
every evening with crowds. This will not be the case.”
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A watery autumn walk around Wellow
With September sunshine and misty mornings hopefully
being a precursor to autumnal colour, a walk that can be
rewarding in viewing all aspects of the countryside is the
beautiful ramble that takes in history, wonderful views,
orchards and a babbling brook, all rounded off by a
tipple at a local hostelry.
Wellow in Somerset is four to five miles south of Bath and
is at the southernmost point of the Cotswold Hills. It is a
village that was designated a Conservation Area in 1983 and
also an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
There are normally parking spaces in the village and the walk
begins at the high street where you turn down Mill Hill.
Following this small road, with Cotswold stone cottages to
your right, you will find within quarter of a mile an ancient

The Fox & Badger

ford which children delight to play in. However, if this is too
wet, there is also a stone bridge to take you across. Once the
other side, the road wends gradually uphill. Within a couple
of hundred yards to your right you will see a marked lane;
follow this which in turn leads you to a fairly narrow bridle
path. Follow this track with high hedges either side for about
three quarters of a mile. This lane can be muddy so stout
footwear is advisable.
Once at the other end of the slowly rising path, you come to
open fields where to your right you can admire magnificent
views of the surrounding countryside and the little village of
Wellow. Taking this path, now with the hedge to your left,
follow the elevated walk for another mile or so. To your right
you will see the Stoney Littleton Long Barrow. This neolithic
chambered tomb is 30 metres long and has various burial
chambers incorporated into it. It is thought to date from 3500
BC and is one of the best preserved in the country and well
worth a visit.
However, keeping to the walk you will come to a wooden
stile which once crossed, will lead you down a fairly steep
grassy hill. The entrance to the Stoney Littleton Long Barrow
site is signposted and is to your right. Continuing down the
slope, you arrive at a small wooden bridge crossing a stream.
There is also a single stone house which at various times of
the year sells ice cream and refreshments. It’s a good place
to stop for a picnic.
To the right of this, follow the track which takes you along a
country lane bordered on either side by trees; hazel trees to
your left with their walking stick branches, while to your
right overarching tree canopies and hedgerows.
Follow this lane for about half a mile until a way marked
footpath appears to your right through a turnstile. Here the
Wellow Mill Brook makes its way down stream. Its relaxing
rhythm and babbling bubbles are music to the ears as you
track your way along its banks. To your left, a farmer’s field
rises to a tree-topped skyline. As you follow the track around

The brook

the ins and outs of the brook, you come to an old apple
orchard that rises away to your left.
Then onwards towards Wellow village. Keep following the
path as it winds uphill and through woodland until you come
to a rank of cottages that lead you back to the ford. However
just before this, is a way marked stony, steep lane that
eventually brings you up to a small road in the village.
Follow this and as if by magic the local pub the Fox and
Badger appears before you.
This is a delightful walk, but ramblers should be prepared for
mud.
Christine Rogers

Long-serving councillor dies
Well-known councillor John Hunt
has died at his Warmley home.
He used to represent Mount Hill on
Avon County Council and the
Woodstock ward on South
Gloucestershire Council. He only
resigned from Siston Parish
Council at the end of last week,
having come home from hospital.
In a statement on Monday, the
Labour
Group
on
South
Gloucestershire Council said: “We
are sad to announce that former
South Gloucestershire Labour
councillor John Hunt passed away
peacefully at home during the
night.
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“John actively worked on behalf of
the Labour movement all of his life
and practically held virtually every
role possible locally, both in the
Labour Party, and as a councillor on
Avon County Council and South
Gloucestershire Council.
“John only resigned from Siston
Parish Council three days before his
death and he was advising us on
complex planning law until the end.
John’s knowledge of planning law
was unparalleled.
“John was a great mentor and friend
to many of us and will be greatly
missed. We send our love and
condolences to Viv and the family.”
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Pub on the market
A popular pub in Oldland Common is looking for a new
landlord.
The Crown & Horseshoe on North Street is now on the
market as the current landlord and lady have decided to retire
after 22 years of running the pub.
Owners Ei Publican Partnerships are now on the lookout for
new tenants for the business which includes three bars, a
skittle alley, beer garden and living accommodation. Initial
rent is being offered at £18,000 a year, potentially rising to
£29,000, plus around £13,000 ingoings.
The pub was originally built around 1850.

Grant for air
ambulance
Saltford Parish Council has awarded a £500 grant to the
Great Western Air Ambulance Charity.
At last week’s virtual parish council meeting,
councillors learned that the organisation’s traditional
methods of fundraising had been compromised by the
COVID-19 crisis but that the charity still had ongoing
financial commitments including the cost of new
uniforms for its critical care paramedics.

Drugs arrest in
Marksbury
Officers working as part of Operation Remedy, carried
out a drugs raid at West Tyning in Marksbury last Friday
(4th September).
A 20-year-old man was arrested on suspicion of money
laundering and possession with intent to supply.
Operation Remedy is a proactive campaign across the
Avon & Somerset police force area that targets
residential burglary, knife crime and the illegal supply
of controlled drugs.

Panto auditions
Saltford Panto Club is holding individual auditions at
Saltford Hall on Sunday 13th September from 1pm to
5pm for its 2021 production, Cinderella.
There are acting, dancing and singing roles for those
aged 10+ wishing to take part. No previous experience
is necessary.
The Saltford Panto Club on Facebook has more details,
including script excerpts.

Keep in touch, let us know what
you think, send us your news
www.facebook.com/theweekin
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Fishing gear stolen
Someone broke into a garden shed in Hesding Close in
Hanham by breaking off the padlock.
It happened between 11pm on Monday 24th August and
10am on Tuesday 25th August. The offender stole some
fishing equipment.
If you have any information regarding this incident
contact the police on 101. Alternatively call
Crimestoppers anonymously on 0800 555 111.

MP’s first ‘Jobs
In Focus’ webinar
The first of Kingswood MP Chris Skidmore’s new ‘Jobs
in Focus’ webinar sessions for residents interested in
local employment opportunities will take place on
Friday 11th September.
The MP has been organising jobs fairs in his
constituency for the past 10 years, bringing together a
wide range of local employers offering a variety of
vacancies. This year however, due to the challenges
posed by the coronavirus outbreak and the difficulties
in hosting physical jobs fairs locally, the MP has decided
to take the event online. The new series of webinars will
help to showcase local job and training opportunities
and will see a panel of retailers and local employers
offering helpful information on the work opportunities
available within the Kingswood area and across South
Gloucestershire. The event will also help young people
and adults looking for work access advice and
information on careers and opportunities.
With each webinar focusing on a separate sector, this
first session will feature representatives from local
retailers and supermarket chains, including Tesco, in
addition to a representative from Kingswood Jobcentre.
An apprenticeships webinar is planned for later in the
year.
To register an interest and take part in the event, which
starts
at
2pm,
residents
should
check
www.chrisskidmore.com and Facebook page at
facebook.com/chrisskidmoreofficial, where the Zoom
registration link will be available. The webinar will also
be live streamed on the Facebook page on the day.

Mayor visits
‘hidden heroes’
Bristol Mayor Marvin Rees paid a visit to the Greater
Stockwood Alliance Community Response Team just
prior to the bank holiday weekend.
The group has responded to more than 250 requests for
help since being set up because of COVID-19 in March,
and has been a strong presence in Stockwood, with
every household receiving at least one postcard which
offers help.
More than 100 volunteers have been signed in, with
many people offering any spare time they have to help
their neighbours.
Mayor Rees described the group as “hidden heroes”,
helping those in the community without access to the
internet and ensuring nobody is left behind.

Takeaway plans approved
South Gloucestershire Council has approved plans to
turn the former Taylors Estate Agents unit at The Village
in Emersons Green into a cafe/restaurant with a
takeaway, and to install an extraction flue system.

Situations Vacant

Vacancy
to fill?
Advertising in The
Week In is an
effective and low
cost option.
Call Tracy or
Jodie on
0117 986 0381.
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Sudoku Solutions
1-Easy

Crossword Solution

2-Hard

Service Directory
Aerials

Architectural
Services

Blinds

Carpet Cleaning

Electrical

Garden Services

Guttering

Garage Doors

THE WEEK IN
adverts
call
0117 986 0381

Appliances

Handyman

Blinds

Computers

Garden Services

An advert
like this costs

£21.00
+ VAT
per insert
Discounts are available for
multiple bookings starting at
2 weeks
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DEADLINE FOR PLACING
DIRECTORY ADVERTS
IS FRIDAY 4.30PM
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Service Directory
Home
Maintenance

Locksmiths

Plumbing

Roofing

Tree Services

Book a series
of adverts
and save
even more
Our Directory is the
perfect place to find a
local tradesperson.

An advert
like this costs

£21.00
Painting
& Decorating

+ VAT

Sewing Lessons

per insert

Waste Disposal

Discounts are available for
multiple bookings starting
at 2 weeks

Adverts cost £4.20 per
centimetre (min 5cm)
The more weeks you
book the cheaper
each insertion
becomes

1 week - £21

THE WEEK IN
adverts
call
0117 986 0381

Plumbing

2 weeks - £18.90
4 wk - £17.85
6 wk - £16.80
8 wk - £15.75

DEADLINE FOR PLACING
DIRECTORY ADVERTS
IS FRIDAY 4.30PM

Telephone
Engineers

Home Help

12 wk - £14.70

Rubbish
Clearance
Cheap and fast
We load and clear any
household, garden,
garage and shed
clearance
Free estimates
Fully licensed
85% recycled

Call 0117 9373009
at anytime to book

Roofing
An advert
like this costs

£21.00
+ VAT
per insert
Discounts are available for
multiple bookings starting at
2 weeks
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Tree Services
DEADLINE FOR PLACING
DIRECTORY ADVERTS
IS FRIDAY 4.30PM

THE WEEK IN
adverts
call
0117 986 0381

26 wk - £13.65
52 wk - £12.60
All prices per week
exc VAT
You don't have to book
successive weeks.
You can choose
fortnightly, monthly
or specific insertion
dates as long as the
total number of
insertions booked
corresponds to the
discount rate.
Similar percentage
discounts apply equally
to larger sized adverts.

Call us now on

0117 986 0381
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